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THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT TAKE INTO 
CONSIDERATION THE FACT THAT DEFENDANT/ 
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1. Date of entry of judgement or order appealed from July 15, 1998. 
2. Nature of post judgement motion and dates filed: Motion for additional time to File Appeal 
came on for hearing on October 30, 1998. Motion granted for additional time to File Appeal 
signed and stamped November 10, 1998, providing ten (10) days from this date (Nov. 10, 
1998) to file Notice of Appeal. Notice of Withdrawal of Attorney . 
3. Date and effect of order(s) disposing of post judgement motion(s) and order of 
determination of final judgement under Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 54(b). Extension of 
time to file an Appeal signed November 10, 1998, permitting 10 days for filing. 
4. Date of filing of notice of appeal, November 19, 1998, received and stamped by Fifth Judicial 
District Court. 
5. Jurisdiction: The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction in the matter pursuant to Section 30-1-
4.5 of the Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended. 
6. Name of trial court: Fifth Judicial District Court. 
7. Statement of facts; opinion; findings: 
A. Mr. Rene Landin stated in court, under oath and also in writing, under penalty of 
w 
perjury, that he had never introduced me (Suesan) as his wife, nor had he given me 
permission to use his name. The attached statement, (copy of fax provided by Mr. Gary 
Sheets) states to the contrary, that Mr. Landin did indeed introduce Ms. Suesan as his 
wife. Mrs. Landin. In fact, it was Mr. Landin that had approached Mr. Sheets regarding 
the leasing of his building and told him that he would discuss it with his wife first. It 
was'nt until a few days later that he brought me in and introduced me to Mr. Sheets. 
Secondly, it wasn't a matter of his giving me permission to use his sur-name, as he was the 
one whom continuously introduced me as his wife to persons we had not met or known 
prior to our living together as man and wife. 
B. Mr. Landin also stated in court ( as he changed his statement from what he had 
stated in writting) that he did remember saying I was his wife, but for business reasons. 
He came up with this excuse upon presentation of the signed "Lease and statement 
provided by Mr. Sheets." 
However, once again, in a deposition, called simply "Answer" as provided to the court, to 
the Honorable Judge Shumate, he states his denial of introducing me (Suesan) as his wife 
in any setting what so ever. Also, verification was provided to the court (Mr. Landin 
reviewed and accepted) of an "Rental Application" which was filled out and completed 
by Mr. Landin solely- without presence of Suesan when completed. This "Rental 
Application" was for the purpose of "Leasing with Option to Buy" our home that we 
eventually occupied as of the first of March 1996 - NOT a business transaction per se, 
but a residential contract, which is a common act for a husband and wife. 
1. It was NOT necessary or a benefit for Mr. Landin to indicate that I (Suesan) was his 
wife for the purpose of the "Lease Agreement" in regards to the leased business property . 
There was NO advantage or offer of a lesser amount to be charged if he were married. 
Furthermore, the business venture was for the purpose of providing a dance area for the 
local teens and adults - called "SueRens Club" as he named it. 
2. This "Dance Club" business venture hardly seems to be any justification in his answer 
to providing me with a "Video Membership Card" which he requested be added to his 
X 
own card account with his sur-name "Suesan Landin" on it (evidence of this was 
provided to the court with Rene's review and acceptance as such). He is the one that 
provided me with his LAST NAME in every case, and further, while I was in his 
presence, he introduced me as such. I did NOT make the decision to use his Last Name 
on my own accord. Somehow, I feel that he has managed to switch the issue all around as 
" He asked ME to marry him, I did not ask him to MARRY me! On Christmas Eve, 
Dec. 24, 1995, he got down on his knees and officially asked for my hand in marriage and 
I accepted. 
3. FACT: The only pressuring as Mr. Landin cites, was to keep the date that was 
previously set by him for our wedding, which he suggested be on my birthday. When that 
day came and went with no plans being made, I simply asked when were we going to get 
married. I said that we needed to set a date and stick to it. He said that we should wait 
until his business (a painting business that he shared with co-partner, Carol Holt- whom 
provided all financial backing) was going smooth - which of course, little did I know, 
would never happen. I just felt he wasn't in any hurry since we were already together and 
he was very busy at his painting business, that it was not a priority with him. This is the 
business he was referring to, when he indicated that he would watch videos. He had a 
little portable television there and his VCR (which he took there mainly to repair), I never 
did see him watch a movie there only the news, as he usually didn't have the time to sit 
that long. I certainly did not get videos for us or him to view at his or our business, only 
for our "home." We did NOT have a TV or VCR at our joint place of business 
(SueRens Dance Club) only stereo equipment for dancing. 
He did make comment at one time "Why did I want to get married, it was just a piece of 
paper and that as "God is our witness and in the EYES OF GOD, we were married", 
I agreed, however, he knew of my feelings on the subject. I did not want my children 
thinking it was ok to live with someone without benefit of clergy. He knew this from the 
very beginning, as I asked him what his intentions were prior to making my decision to 
move in with him. He said, "I want to MARRY YOU, I LOVE AND ADORE YOU, I 
HAVE NEVER LOVED ANYONE BEFORE YOU!" "I WANT YOU TO HAVE MY 
BABY!" I responded with the fact that I could not have any children, nor did I want to 
have any more -1 already had four (4) children from my previous marriage of 25 years and 
he had three (3) from his prior wife and three(3) daughters from another. He pursued me 
for eight (8) years prior to my consent to move in with him- so this was no quick and 
easy decision. The only reason we hadn't married before I moved in with him, in my 
understanding, was due to the fact that he was not divorced yet. 
4. FACT: We lived together for five (5) years - with no break in between time. He said he 
left for Las Vegas by himself- which is true - however, he left me behind for a reason, not 
with the intent of separation. He was going to stay with his employer (in their home) for 
the time it took to locate and secure an apartment. We had gone up together first and 
stayed with his future employer (owner of a Paint & Chrome Shop) while they discussed 
his position of "General Manager" and he showed him around the plant. He accepted the 
position, so we went back home prepared for our move. Both Rene and I loaded up a 
large U-Haul truck with both of our belongings and furniture. I came approximately three 
(3) weeks later, as I was still working and it took him that long to secure the apartment for 
us, that was our plan. This time frame, in my estimation, was misconstrued as a break in 
our relationship. However, in spite of this, we later moved to St. George, UT- with no 
breaks what so-ever for three years - during which we time were purchasing with a 
"Lease Purchase Contract" to secure our home, in which I solely paid the non-returnable 
deposit of $8,000. I questioned Rene as to whether we should do this, as it was a lot of 
money, and the monthly payment would be $1,300.00, he said "Oh yes, I can afford it 
myself!" As both businesses went "Under" it did become a hardship and we were forced 
to put it up for "Lease" in an effort to preserve it. I helped make payments for our home 
and the utilities throughout the period of our living there from the first of March/96 to 
the first March 97. 
• When we separated, due to my military duty. I went on my seventeen (17) days of 
"Active Duty" in California and he went on to Las Vegas to seek yet another business 
venture with an ex-employee of his. We had contact via telephone during this time. I 
asked him how things were going and he said he was probably just going to establish 
something in Salt Lake City. There was no talk or discussion of a permanent 
separation. He was the one that provided me with his nephews (Mr. Daniel Landins') 
phone number so that I could call him. He also called his family in California to see if I 
could stay with them en route to my station. He provided me with a map and their phone 
number so that I could call in case I got lost. He also provided me with his friends phone 
numbers so that I could locate him, mainly because I was unable to provide him with any 
phone numbers, until I reached my destination. When we left each other in Las Vegas, we 
embraced and said words of love, I had no idea that it would be the last time that I would 
see him. We spoke continuously on the phone while I was in California on "Active Duty". 
The day before I was scheduled to leave, I received a written message from the office of 
the motel that I was staying in that Rene had tried calling me and left a message saying "I 
Love You, PI1 meet you in Salt Lake City, Ut. - Love, Rene Landin." So, as you can 
see, I was shocked when later - as I was waiting for him to contact me and none was 
made, I decided to call his daughter Susie Dominguez, to see if she had heard from him 
and she told me that he said, "Go on with your life - don't try to find me or call me." I 
was amazed and asked her if he was OK, because I didn't understand this. She claimed 
not to know anything, except that this is what she was told. 
I did look for him. To me, this was not a closure in our relationship, I had to hear it from 
his lips. I was in deep shock and very depressed. I was determined to find him for a 
confrontation. Later, when I did, I found he was living with another woman and pursuing 
yet another business venture. I should have known from his behavior that he had a pattern 
for this. But Love is blind and it was already too late. By the time I discovered this 
improper behavior pattern, he had already defrauded me out $32.000.00. My intentions, 
behavior and actions were based purely on a trusting, supportive, and loving wife. I 
felt that since we were married (in the eyes of GOD, as Rene and I had put it and the 
fact that we would be married by clergy later) that it was only proper to give love and 
support- therefore, I took out my entire Retirement Savings for our future betterment of 
existence together. He was correct in his saying that there was no contract made in 
returning this money to me, however, a promise was made, one of commitment of Love 
and Marriage. A statement that he made also was that "I was going to wish I had gone 
with him sooner." Well, I can honestly say that "NO, I wish now that I had never laid 
eyes on him ever" and that if I had not thought he was sincere and Loved me -1 would 
never have withdrawn my Life Retirement Monies, but believed and trusted him. If 
we had lost this money in a bad business venture (which we did) as long as we were 
together -1 didn't care, but this was not the case! Or, even if we had split up 5-6 years 
down the road, but as it is, I feel strongly now that this was his intent in the first place - to 
swindle me out of putting up financial support for a business and when this failed and the 
money ran out - so did he , as his behavior pattern dictated- same as he did with pr all of 
his evious relationships - either of a business or personal nature. He told me at a time 
of closeness and sharing that when he was younger, that he used to go out with woman 
and help these woman spend their money in having fun -1 can only say that he must have 
resorted to returning to that type of behavior, however it is not so much fun for the 
woman when he has made fraudulent commitments and prophets of love. 
FACT: I feel completely defrauded in this situation turn-out. Mr. Landin now states that 
he never had any intent to marry me. and only said that he would, as he put it "to get 
me off his back." If this statement is "TRUE" , then he set out with the intent to 
defraud me! I had $32.000.00 in my retirement plan, which he was aware of and once 
he gained my "LOVE AND TRUST", he managed to convince me that it would be in 
our best interest to remove it and invest it in a business venture. He also stated that we 
financially equally lost money- NOT SO! He didn't have any money! Carol Holt may 
attest to this! She was a co-employee associate of his, whom he managed to convince to 
enter into a business relationship with him. Ms. Holt provided all of the financial 
backing in their business called "Paint & Gold Technology". I plan to subpoena her 
appearance for testimony to this fact. Mr. Landin appears to have set a pattern for 
using/turning "LOVE" into business deal relationships as reflected in his previous and 
present actions. He is currently living with a Ms. Bonnie Irene Felix at 6535 Clear Peak 
Ct. Las Vegas, NV in a home which she is purchasing with her monies and they also (as 
his pattern dictates) have developed a business venture called "R & I Cleaning Service." 
6. FACT: Rene presented his children and nephew as witnesses against this case in 
providing their knowledge of our situation. This is totally Unacceptable because his 
behavior pattern is such that he chooses "NOT" to keep them informed. Of course they 
had no knowledge of our intentions. This was not out of the ordinary for Rene's 
behavior or his ex-wife's. Their children had no knowledge of his first/previous 
marriage or the fact that they have half-sisters until at which time Rene and I were 
together, some twenty later. Furthermore, Rene played the disappearing act with both 
of those spouses as he also chose to "Disappear" again, with me, and made no contact 
whatsoever with his children until they managed to find him. I consistently pleaded with 
him to make contact with them, but he refused, stating simply that he was not ready to do 
so. It was not out of the NORM for Rene to keep them (his children) in the dark as far 
as keeping them informed in his personal life. 
Secondly, based on this, the fact that he just "Slipped Away" without contact to his 
children, only his mother, father, sister, and brothers in California, and with their aide in 
not divulging the information of his whereabouts or whom he was with, of course they 
were not going to like me! Any woman in their father's life that happened to "disappear" 
with him would not be considered highly. However, he wished it to be this way and I had 
no choice but to respect his wishes. I did not follow suit with my children, they knew of 
my whereabouts at all times. I tried to persuade him to do the same and contact them as 
his mysterious absence could emotionally affect his children's life, but he continued to 
refuse and it took his daughter, Susie, approximately a year to locate him. 
7. FACT: I am not in the practice of "Living" with men on a temporary basis. I have 
never in my entire life ever, before nor after Rene Landin, lived with any male in any 
other type of capacity other than marriage. I was married for 25 years to an abusive 
husband and continued to do so only because of religion, principles, and morals and trying 
to keep my family together. Rene knew all of this. 
Point #1: He never discussed his personal business with his children. 
Point #2: Of course his children didn't "LIKE" me, they blamed me and considered me 
responsible for taking their father away from them, when in fact, it was to the contrary. 
Point #3: He has previous and present pattern for just "Disappearing" from relationships 
and etcetera, for whatever reasons and having his "family" back him up in not divulging 
information or providing "False" information (as 1 was told they had no knowledge of his 
whereabouts and had not spoken to him (as informed to me by his sister Jay) just the same 
as they told Mr. Landin's children and ex-wife when they sought him. 
Point #4: Rene's children and nephew testified under oath to the fact that we resided 
together during this period and shared a bedroom- similar behavior to that of husband 
and wife - NOT friends. 
Point #5:1 was called "Honey"; "My Love"; and "Sweetheart" while in his childrens 
and friends and associates presence, which is NOT representative of a FRIEND 
STATUS 
8 Issue for review and standard of review: According to Utah State Law, Utah Code 
Section 30-1-4.5 Annotated 1953, that we were indeed considered "Common Law 
Married." based on the following information: 
1. We co-habitated for five (5) years, four and one half years were in the State of Utah. 
There was only one break during this period - if it is considered a break, while relocating 
from Utah to Las Vegas Nevada - and the last three years were spent in St. George Utah. 
We were both legally capable of entering a solemnized marriage. 
2. We both believed that we were married in "God's Eyes" and assumed the life and 
roles as married couples do. We provided financial and moral support to one another. 
We were intimate with each other shared the same bedroom as married couples do and 
"Loved" one another and shared thoughts and ideals of our future life together. We 
shared conversations regarding our children and shared moments of joy and sorrow. 
We also committed ourselves for a future official wedding ceremony in that he asked for 
my hand in marriage and I accepted. 
We mutually assumed marital rights, duties, and obligations: and 
3. Rene Landin consistently introduced me as his uwife". He also completed a rental 
application naming me as his spouse, as we made an attempt to purchase our "home" 
together by way of "Purchase Lease Option" in which I provided the down payment of 
$8,000.00 and which we later lost. We also leased some business property in the name of 
Mr. and Mrs. Rene and Suesan Landin of which I, solely, also provided the monies of 
$2,200.00 per month lease rent. 
We held ourselves out and had acquired a uniform and general reputation as 
husband and wife. 
9. Determinative law: Cite determinative statutes, rules, and cases. 
We co-habitated together as a married couple and was viewed as a married couple by our 
friends and associates. The following information and cases cited are consistent in 
establishing "Common Law Marriage." In the case of Klipfel's Estate v Klipfel, 41 Colo. 40, 
46, 92 P. 26, 27-28 (1907) the courts found that, 
"(I)n this state a marriage simply by agreement of the parties, followed by 
cohabitation as husband and wife, and such other attendant circumstance as are 
necessary to constitute what is termed a common-law marriage, may be valid and 
binding." 
In the case of People v Lucero, 707 P.2d 1040, 1042 (Colo. App.1985) the courts found that, 
"[1] A common law marriage is established by the mutual consent or agreement of 
parties to be husband and wife, followed by mutual and open assumption of a 
marital relationship. See H. Clark, Law of Domestic Relations 47-50 (1968); 
Also in the cases of Foley v Gavin, 76 Colo. 286, 230 P. 618 (1924); in re Matteote's Estate, 
59 Colo. 566, 151 P. 448(1915). 
"We affirm today that such conduct in a form of mutual public acknowledgment 
of the marital relationship is not only important evidence of the existence of 
mutual agreement but is essential to the establishment of a common *664 law 
marriage. 
As Professor H. Clark suggests, "the rules of evidence have largely supplanted the rules of 
r——XL-, 
substantive law as means of determining the existence of common law marriage In short, the 
existence of common law marriage has come to depend to a very great extent upon the duration 
and character of the relationship between the parties." H. Clark, Law of Domestic Relations 49-
50(1968). 
In the case of Taylor v Taylor, 10 Colo. App. At 305, 50 P. at 1049 (1897) (agreement may 
be presumed from evidence of cohabitation and repute; general reputation or repute means "the 
understanding among neighbors and acquaintances with whom the parties associate in their daily 
life, that they are living together as husband and wife ") The two factors that most clearly show 
an intention to be married are cohabitation and a general understanding or reputation among 
persons in community in which the couple lives that the parties hold themselves out as husband 
and wife. Specific behavior that may be considered includes maintenance; purchase and joint 
ownership of property; the use of the man's surname by the woman. See Mills, Common Law 
Marriage in Colorado, 16 Colo. Law. 252, 257 (1987). 
In the case of "Dozak v Dozak", the New York court found that the burden of proof had been 
met by plaintiff, when they had a discussion about marriage and exchanged marriage type vows 
with regards to: as far as we were concerned in our hearts, we were man and wife, and we would 
consider ourselves a family and continue thus before GOD." 
Attachments: Attached to each copy of the docketing statement shall be copy of the following: 
1.) the judgement or order sought to be reviewed is the "ORDER OF DISMISSAL" dated 
July 15, 1998. 
2.) all motions filed pursuant to Rules 50(a) and (b), 52(b), 54(b) and 59 of the Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure. Rule #59 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure states that a new trial may be 
granted to amend the conclusions of law when findings of fact were disregarded/ overlooked 
and direct the entry of a new judgment due to punitive damages. 
All originals and or copies of forms required by rules are attached. 
CONCLUSION; 
DUE TO THE FACTS PRESENTED, I PRAY FOR THE COURT OF 
APPEALS TO COME TO THE VERDICT OF "COMMON LAW 
MARRIAGE" BASED ON ALL OF THE FACTS HEREIN 
PRESENTED—ALTHOUGH I NO LONGER DESIRE TO BE 
CONSIDERED HIS WIFE— I DO FEEL THAT RENE LANDIN 
SHOULD PAY TO ME AN ACCEPTABLE SUM OF MONIES THAT IS 
COMPARABLE TO THE AMOUNT THAT I SUFFERED LOSS OF - IN 
THE FACT THAT I WAS NOT AWARE OF HIS BEHAVIOR IN 
ADVANCE. 
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liable for any losses or damage to lessee s equipment DO NOT LEAVE RETURNS ON COUNTER Check in with store < lerk If lost Lessee 
is responsible 
X 
CJhank ]jou Jor your business! 
Please return items before return 
time on due date shown below. 
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b t a t e U l Z i p L o d e B4/7ET| 
N o t e s SUSAN VALIDEZ CAN RENT. 
3 01 
F r e e D e f c s Rwnds # S o l d Bonus Rent* 
O f f 8 0 0 0 5 1 
f u e s d & y M a r c h £ 4 , 1998 5 
Code St a t D e s c r i p t :i. on 
Home IPhone < 
Work Phone ( 
B i r t h D a t e 
D r i v e f s L t t 
e FTJ'sFol 
AQ1 
6 7 4 - 9 0 0 6 
7 2 9 0 1 8 8 6 9 3 9 
TTarJe (I 
r e "-Pa i d $ L o s t Rev Las 
nzmznzr 
n v o i c e t t TJJT7 
0 . 0 0 02 / i B n j g i K g g i p i ^ T ^ B " 
fflSy|*Am DueDat e Pep Smount 
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DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 
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J. Gary Sheets 
1716 W. PHOENIX DRIVE /H * < C L 2 S ^ > 7 ? <P 
ST. GEORGE, UT 8477Q ' K 1 
' ^ US hem n />f"*y Co Ay c p^ st/' 
^ ^ 7 
PETITIONER' 
EXHIBIT 
FROM : ECQ-^'G.-ST. G£3RGE, l^^ - PHZHS N3. : 3016345273 Kar. 25 1333 11:483i*i °3 
LEASE AGREEMENT 
This Agreement is made this ^ 7 da/ of / ^ & •_ . 1 9 ^ £ . by and between 
£ ^ . Z r jt+*J**(? #t«xr hereafter Lessor, and&u«L T T ^ / ^ . L**>/J*S 
hereafter Lessee. ' / 
RECITALS 
1 Lessor is the sole owner of the premises located at A 3-S //$ . jti £&/?/*£ 
SL George, Utah, and cesires to 'ease the premises with the building thereon, to a suitable (essee for 
business purposes. 
2. Lessee desires to lease the premises 'or conducting its Ifoa T~h €?*<s A<x- Hf ^A/f^e^ll 
business. ' 
3. The parlies desire to er^ief irto a lease agreement defining their rights, duties, and liabilities 
relating to the premises. 
IN CONSIDERATION OF THE MUTUAL COVENANTS CONTAINED HEREIN, THE 
PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS* 
1. Subiect end Purpose Lessor leases to Lessee the land and buildmg(s) (herein 
r^tetrecj to as the "premises") for Lessee's use in its business, 
2. T_erm. Lesser demises the above premises tor a term commencing 
177 ^  fy / , I *P^O . The tease term shall end J " years from that date or from 
the initial date of occupancy, whichever is sooner. 
3. (1) Rent The total rent reserved under this Lease (but not under any extension 
or renewal hereof) shall be payable in monthly installments of <£ A QO ~TtJW/L fa* / & * £ / ^ ^ t o H a r s 
(S k&syQ ) payable in advance on the first day of each month, in the evVnt oVdetauU'under the 
terms of the Lease, monthly installments shall, without notice, accelerate and become due immediately. 
(2) Additional Psnf, All taxes, charges, costs and expenses that Lessee assumes 
or agrees to pay hereunder, together with all interest and penalties that may accrue thereon in the 
event of the failure of Lessee to pay those items, and all other damages, costs, expenses, attorney's 
fees and other sums that Lessor may sutler or incur, or that may become due, by reason of any 
default of Lessee or failure by Lessee to comply with the terms and conditions of this Lease shall bs 
deemed to be additional rent, and, in the event of nonpayment, Lesso* shall have all the rights ano 
remedies against Lessee as herein provioed for failure to pay rent. 
(3) Interest. Rent, additional rent, or any other sums payable hereunder shall bear 
interest at the rate of eighteen per cent (13%) per annum from the aate said charges arise or are 
incurred until paid, before and after judgment 
4. Tax»s Lessee snail p&y on or before the last day on which payment may be made 
without penalty or interest, ail taxes, assessments, or other governmental charges :nat shall or may 
dunng the lease term be imposed on. or ar.se >r connection with the use of the demised premises or 
any pan therecf. Lessee shall within thirty (30} days after the time provided tor such payments by 
Lessee, produce and exhibit to Lesser satisfactory evidence of the payments. 
5. Utilities Lessee shall be solely liable for utility charges as they become due, including 
those for sewer, water, gas, electricity, and telephone services. 
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6. {nyjranef_ Lessee shad carry fire and extended coverage insurance on the demised 
premises during the entire term of his Lease in an amount equal to at least one hundred percent 
(100%) of the valuation of the buildings and all other improvements made thereon or thereabouts by 
either party. The policies shall be written by a reliable insurance company authorized to do business in 
the State of Utah and shall be written in the names of and for the benefit of Lessor and Lessee as 
their interests shall appear. Lessor shall be entitled to thirty (30) days advance notice of cancellation 
of said policies. Lessee shall also furnish and carry contingent liability insurance with a company 
authorized to do business in the State of Utah, in the sum of Three Hundred Thousand Dollars 
(5300,000,00) per person, One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) per occurrence and Three Hundred 
Thcusand Dollars (5300.000.30) per property damage claim. 
Any insurance obtained snail provide: 
(a) insurance coverage ob;ained ar.o maintained pursuant to this requirement may not be 
brought into contribution with insurance purchased by the Lessor, 
(b) The insurer shall waive subrogation as to any and all claims against the Lessor, 
Lessor's agents or employees or co-tenants, and shall waive any defenses basec on co-
insurance or on invalidity arising from the acts of the insured. 
(c) The insurer may not elect to restore damage in lieu of a casn settlement without the 
prior written approval of the Lessor or when in conflict wtth arty requirement of law. 
7. Alterations. Additions and improvements. All additions, changes, and other 
improvements, other than trade fixtures, erected or placed on the premises by Lessee shall remain 
thereon and shall not be removed therefrom, and shall become the propeny of Lessor as made. No 
alterations, additions or improvements in and tp the premises shall be made witneut Lessor's written 
permission, which shall not be unreasonably withheld. Lessor's consent to any improvements shall be 
given only upon the express condition that ail improvements shall be paid for as madet and shall not 
grant Lessee authority to bind or obligate Lessor or encumber fee title to the premises. 
8. Repairs Lessee shall be responsible for ail repairs and maintenance of the premises. 
9. lndgmnify_ Lessee snail indemnify Lessor against ali expenses, liabilities and claims by 
or on behalf of any person or entity, including reasonable attorney's fees, arising out ol either (!) a 
failure by Lessee to perform any of the terms or conditions of this Lease, (2) any injury or damage 
happening on or about the demised premises, (3) a failure to comply with any law of any 
governmental authority, or (4) any.mechanics' lien or security interest filed against the premises, to 
the extent said mechanics* lien or security interest did arise as a result of action by Lessee. 
10. Access to Premises- Sions Polled bv Lessor. Lessee shall permit Lessor or its agents 
to enter the premises at all reasonable hcurs to inspect the premises or make repairs that Lessee may 
neglect or refuse to make in accordance with the provisions of this Lease, and also to show the 
premises to prospective buyers. At any time with.-n one year prior to expiration of the term, Lessor 
may show the premises to persons wishing to rent the premises or post signs indicating their 
availability. 
11. Easements Agreements or Encumbrances. The parties shall be bound by all existing 
easements, agreements and encumbrarces of record relating to the premises, and Lessor shall not be 
liable to Lessee for any carnages resulting from any action taken by a holder thereunder. 
12. Liability cf L*<sor Lessee shall be in exclusive control and possession of the 
premises, and Lessor shall net be liable tor any injury or damages to any properly or to any person on 
or about the premises. The provisions herein permitting Lessor to enter and inspect the premises are 
made to insure that Lessee is in compliance with the terms and conditions hereof and make repairs 
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that Lessee has fa/led lo make. Lessor shall not be liable tc Lessee for any entry on the premises for 
inspection purposes, f c failure to inspect the premises, or (or failure to repair the same. 
13. Destruction of PrpH™fi3S. lri t t le e v e n t ot a partial destruction ot the premises during 
the term from any cause Lessor shall, at its sole option, repair the same within thirty (30) days or 
terminate this Lease. A partial destruction is defined as any destruction ct a substantial portion, but 
less than all, of the premises not caused by the negligence cr fault of Lessee, its agents or employees. 
Any partial destruction snail neither annul nor void th.s Lease, except that Lessee shall be entitled to a 
proportionate reduction of rent wnile the repairs are being made, any proportionate reduction being 
based on the extent to which the making ot repairs shall interfere with the business carried on by 
Lessee en the premises. If the repairs cannot be made in the specified time, this Lease may be 
terminated at the option of either party. Any destruction pf less than a substantial portion of the 
premises or destruction caused by the negligence or fault of Lessee or its agents or employees shall 
be treated as repairs and maintenance under the provisions of Paragraph Eight. 
14. Gonflemnattgn Rights and duties >n the event of condemnation are as follows. 
(1) If the whole of the premises shall be taken or condemned by any competent authority for 
any pubiic or quasi-public use or purpose, this Lease shall cease and terminate as of the date on which 
title Shalt vest thereby in that authority, and the rent reserved hereunder shall be apportioned and 
paid up to that date. 
(2) If only a portion of the premises shall be taken or condemned. Lessor shall supply, within 
60 days, replacement snace of comparable SUB. appearance, and function which is accepiabie in the 
determination ot Lessee. If Lessor shell fail so to do. the lease term snail terminate. During the 
period in which Lessee's use shall be diminished, rent shall be proportionately reduced. 
(3) In the event of any taking cr condemnation in whole or in part, the entire resulting award 
of consequential damages shall belong to Lesser without any deduction therefrom for the value of the 
unexpired term of this Lease or lor any other estate or interest in any and ail such awards. 
15. Representation? by L»<«crf At the commencement of the term, Lessee shall accept 
the premises m their existing condition and state of repair, and Lessee agrees that no 
representations, statements or warranties, express or implied, have been made by or on behalf of 
Lessor in respect thereto except as contained in the previsions of this Lease and Lesser shall in no 
event be liable for any latent defects 
16. Waivers The failure of Lessor to insist on a strict performance of any of the terms 
and conditions hereof shall be deemed a waiver cf the rights or remedies that Lessor may have 
regarding that specific instance only, and shall no* be deemed a waiver of any subsequent breach or 
default in any terms and conditions. 
17. Nqt'pe, All notices to be given with respect to this Lease shall be in writing. Each 
notice shall be sent by registered or certified mad, posiage prepaid and return recent req\je%te<S. to 
the party to be notified at the adcress shown below 
Lessor: C /Si T jC *ry>/. /^jn(A*yu*c^J 
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Lessee: 
Every notice shall be deemed to have been given at the time it shall be deposited in the United States 
mail in the manner prescrioed herein. Nothing herein shall be constructed to preclude personal 
service of any notice in the manner prescribed for personal service of a summons or other legal 
process, 
18. Holdovers tn the event Lessee maintains occupancy of tne premises past ihe.term of 
this Lease, Lessee shall be a tenant at will, and ir. no event sha'.i Lesser ano Lessee be deemed to 
have renewed this Lease for an additional \errr\. The fights and remedies cf Lessor shall, nonetheless, 
be determined under this Agreement 
19. Assignment .Mortgage or Sublease. Lessee shall not assign, mortgage, pledget sublet 
or encumber this Lease or the demised premises m whole or in pan. nor permit the premises to be 
used or occupied by others, nor shall this Lease be assignee or transferred by operation of law, 
without tne prior consent in writing of Lesser in such instance, which will not be unreasonably 
withheld. Collection of rent from any assignee, transferee, subtenant, or occupant, and/or 
application oi the net amount collected to the rent reserved herein, snail net be deemed a waiver cf 
any agreement or condition hereof, nor shall such action constitute the acceptance cf the assignee, 
transferee, subtenant or occupant. 
20. Surrender of Possessor Lessee shaii, on the last day of the term, cr on earlier 
termination ^nd forfeiture o* the Lease, peaceably and quietly surrender and deliver the demised 
premises to Lessor free of subtenancies, deluding ail builosngs. additions and improvements, other 
than trade fixtures, constructed or placed thereon by Lessee, all in good repair. Lessee shall repair 
and restore all damage to the premises caused by the removal of equipment, trade fixtures and 
personal property. Any trade futures, equipment or personal property belonging to Lessee. \i not 
removed upon termination, shall, at Lessors election, oe deemed abandoned and become the 
property of the Lessor without payment or ofiset therefor. 
21. Default cr Breach Each of the following events shall constitute a default or breach 
of this Lease by Lessee: 
(1) It Lessee shall fail to pay Lessor any rent or additional rent when the same shall become 
due. 
(2) If Lessee shall tail to perform or comply with any of the conditions of this Lease and if 
the nonperformance shall continue for a period cf thirty (30) deys after notice thereof by Lessor to 
Lessee or, if the performance cannot be reasonably had within the thirty (30) cay period, Lessee shall 
net ir good faith have commenced pertormance within the thirty (30) day period and shall net 
diligently proceed to completion of performance. 
(3) It Lessee shall vacate, abandon or fat» to occupy the premises, or H the premises shall 
pass to or devolve on any other person or oany, or if the premises shall be used for a^y purpose 
cther than herein set forth, or for use in violation of any law cr regulation. 
(4) if tne going business of Lessee shall terminate, or if Lessee shall become subject of 
bankruptcy, reorganization, assignment tor benefit of creditors or any other procedures with similar 
purpose, whether voluntary or involuntary 
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(5) it any claim for materials or labor shall arise or be claimed against the premises or Lessor 
by reason of the acts of Lessee, its heirs, assigns or agents. 
22. Remedies on Default. In the event of any default hereunder (or threatened default in 
the case of subparagraph (2) of this Paragraph), the rights of Lessor shall include the following and 
other remedies allowed by law or written agreements between the parties: 
(1) Lessor may elect, but shall not be obligated, to make any payment required of Lessee 
herein or comply with any agreement, term or condition required hereby to be performed by Lessee, 
and Lessor shall have the right to enter the premises for the purpose of correcting or remedying any 
such default and to remain until the default has been corrected or remedied. However, any 
expenditure hereunder by Lessor shall not be deemed to waive or release the default of Lessee or the 
rignt of Lessor to take any action as may be otherwise permissible hereunder in the case of any 
default. 
(2) Lessor shall have the right of injunction to restrain Lessee and the right to invoke any 
remedy allowed by law or in equity, as if the specific remedies of indemnity or reimbursemen^were not 
provided herein. 
(3) Lessor shall have the right to cancel and terminate this Lease, as well as all of the right, 
title and interest of Lessee hereunder, t^y giving to Lessee not less than thirty (30) days' notice of the 
cancellation and termination. On expiration of the time fixed in the notice, this Lease and the right, 
title and interest of Lessee hereunder shall terminate in the same manner and with the same force and 
effect, except as to Lessee's liability for sums accrued prior to the date of termination, as if the date 
fixed in the notice of cancellation and termination were the end of the term herein originally 
determined. 
(4) Lessor may re-enter the premises immediately without notice and remove Lessee's 
property and Lessee hereby grants to Lessor a security interest in Lessee's fixtures, equipment and 
inventory as now or hereafter on the premises and products, proceeds and replacements thereof. 
Lessor may store the Lessee's property on the premises, in a public warehouse or at a place selected 
by Lesser," at the expense of Lessee. After re-entry Lessor may terminate the Lease as provided 
above. Without the notice, re-entry will not terminate the Lease. 
(5) Lessor may re-enter the premises immediately without notice and secure the same against 
access by Lessee or any third parties. After re-entry Lessor may terminate the Lease as provided 
above. Without the notice, re-entry will not terminate the Lease. 
(6) Lessor may recover from Lessee all damages proximately resulting from (he default or 
breach, including, but not limited to, the cost of recovering the premises or altering or remodeling the 
same for re-letting or the cost of exercising any oi the remedies provided herein or by law, and may 
further recover the unpaid rent reserved under this Lease, the total amount of which shall be due and 
payable. 
23. frppiicafion of Remote? 
(1) The rights and remedies given to Lessor in this Lease are distinct, separate and 
cumulative, ^nd no one ot them, whether or not exercised by Lessor, shall be corned fo be In 
exclusion of any of the others herein, by law or by equity provided. 
(2) In alt cases hereunder, and in any suit, action, or proceeding of any kind between the 
parties, it shall be presumptive evidence cl the fact ot the existence ot a charge being due if Lessor 
shall produce a bill, notice or certificate of any pubiic official entitled to give that notice to the effect 
that such charge appears of record on the books in his office and has not been paid. 
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(3) No receipt of money by Lessor from Lessee after default or cancellation of this Lease 
shall reinstate, continue or extend the term or affect any notice given to Lessee or operate as a 
waiver of the right of Lessor. 
24. Attorney's Fees Should any party default in any of the covenants or agreements 
herein contained, that defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses, including a reasonable 
attorney's tee, which may arise or accrue from enforcing this Lease or in pursuing any remedy 
provided hereunder or by applicable law, whether such remedy is pursued by filing suit or otherwise. 
25. Total Agreement Applicable to Successors. This Lease contains the entire agreement 
between the parties and cannot be changed or terminated except by a written instrument 
subsequently executed by the panies hereto. This Lease and the terms and conditions hereof apply 
tc and are binding on the heirs, legal representatives, successors and assigns of both parties. 
26. Applicable Law This agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Utah, 
27. Tim? of the Essence Time is of the essence in all provisions of this Lease. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Lease has been entered into this day and year first above 
written. 
LESSOR: 
^-dJi^^^^^ /^^^P^ &g~Z-£ 
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"THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT. IF NOT UNDERSTOOD, SEEK COMPETENT ADVICE.'' 
Lfl'-
r^ LEASE ^_. O ) 
7Ll&^S£]iZM2&4L.^. County of ('i'^M^^ld.,U^P^t^^rr.^ State of Utah, herein-
er referred to as^JandWc^ hereby remise, release and let to* y^y/l x^.r~.~..^^...../?7^..^;..„...._ 
&tf-r-State oi Utah, 
rp;nafter referred to as tenant, ail those premises situate, lying and being in the 
of County of 
d State of Utah, commonly known as 
d more particularly described as follows, to wit: 
(Legal Description) . 
H*J^E AND TO HOLD the jsaid premises, together with the appurtenances^junto the tenant, from the ..{^ 
W/.fa^V^.. A.D. l S ^ ? , for and during and until the ..../*L.... day of ^ ^ ± ^ 7 . A.D. i a & , a term 
. *?/-$ <^ f 
And tenant covenants and agrees*to pay to Jandjird as rental for saiif'piemises, the sum q| .CjS..
 f ' J&...^Z..^ J*J?^..S%^$^^A ))* i?6, payable <$ follows: . . . Z ^ . . f y J ^ ' . . . ^ ^ . . t C . ^ ? . : 
And tenant further agrees to deliver up said premises to landlord at the expiration of said term in as good order and 
ndition as when the same were entered upon by tenant, reasonable use and wear thereof and damage by the elements 
cepted, and the tenant will not let or underlet said premises, or any part thereof without the written consent of land-
rd first had and obtained, which consent will not be unreasonably withheld. 
^ruijtenant further covenants and agrees that if said rent above reserved or any part thereof shall be unpaid for 
. . . .™ days after the same shaji become due; or if default in any of the covenants herein contained to be kept 
' tenant is not cured within s*J&... days from written notice, or if tenant shall vacate such premises, landlord 
ay elect, without notice or legal process, to re-enter and take possession of said premises and every and any part there-
and re-let the same and apply the net proceeds so received upon the amount due or to become due under this lease, and 
riant agrees to pay any deficiency. 
Responsibility for the maintenance shall be as indicated: Tenant responsible for (T), Landlord responsible for (L). 
frof h. Exterior Walls., h. , Interior WallsXT.^., Structural Repair...iL.., Interior Decorating.....^., Exterior Paint-
Yard Surfacing.. L-. , Plumbing Equipment f.vTf., Heating and Air Conditioning Equipment. ., Electrical 
luipmenL^rr. , Light Globes and Tt#)esj, ., Glass Breakage.... Trash Removal.../..../..... Snow Removal..J. 
nitoj I.....y Others .f.M/^..I^J!^..^.y.J^J^Ohdr. <&q^../£MLMds$J:Z^^ itojr /....y Others . / . . / V / ^ . C f ^ C a . , ^ . V..Us.%*.'.X.rZf3r. ^^^...^^^M^^^.r^^/^^^k ^ . • 
Responsibility for utilities, taxes and insurance shall be as indicated: Tenant responsible . i, Landlord responsible 
>wer....<fft?r., Heat../. , Water....r. , Sewer...._.^J^elephone..../ , Real Property tax....*: , Increase above 19./..r in 
»al Propetpr Tax..*~r...... Personal Property Tax/..X , Fire Insurance on Building hr...... Fire Insurance on Personal 
operty.../ , Glass Insurance.../ , Other 
Each party shall be responsible for losses resulting from negligence or misconduct of himself, his employees or 
vitees. 
Furniture, fixtures and personal property of tenant may not be removed from the premises until rent and other 
arges are fully paid. 
In case of failure to faithfully perform the terms and covenants herein set forth, the defaulting party shall pay all 
F4~>, expenses, and reasonable attorneys fees resulting from the enforcement of this agreement or any right arising 
it of such breach. 
Witness the hands and seals of said landlord and said tenant at 
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EXHIBIT f 
0*1 
i r\~ 
Form A305 lUnfol Application 
(CVS POINT PAOP€MY WWflG€M«a 
WUW6CIW.UT 64124-3259 
G* G S 2 - C M L 
RENTAL APPLICATION 
PERSONAL INFORMATION 
Date jizAL—Lk. Interviewed by 
Name of Applicant J K f c l O f . f V > \) fc f ) fclV> Telephone ( g 7 ^ - <? 0 6 k 
Social Sec. No. v^&*V SD ~~9 V 3 ^ Driver's License No / W Q T 3 7 7 
Present Address £>bSS* £ (o^Q XjQ 
City ^ j - f ^ ^ C x i State U J~~ Zip Code
 g F V 7 < / Q 
Prior Address HL^t) l ^ O A L £ ~ ^ 
Cty L - A ^ \ / ^ ^ j V ^ State K)^U Zip Code. 
How long have you lived at present address? / V / 2 . How long have you lived at prior address? / W /g_ 
Name of Landord Q/M *y-P. f]S&AJ Telephone 
Prior Landord K A o L) € R. F y i H Kx7 A £ £ M & O \ Telephone 
Birth Date 9 - 1 0 ~ 5 9 How many in your family? Adults. Children I Pets 
Employer I IP h V ^ J - t f l c l " t ^ c k Position ( ^ ) U ) M £ j 3 ^ 
How long?_ i \/£A&- Telephone to^S ~ *?% 7 7 
Name \ T > J £ € > f r Q L a j Q , 
Social Sec. No j ^ ^ ' 6 Z - -
Employer \ H | 
How long? 
EvU T-^cWjg. 
SPOUSE INFORMATION 
'; (3D 
t 
Birth Date__ 
Driver's Licer 
"7-
ise No. 
9 - Li 9 
/ / V ^ 2 ^ ? r 
Bank Name 
AAhvf 
| / 1 ^ 
( \ 
o First Interstate Bank 
First Interstate Bank 
of Utah, N.A. 
• Checking Deposit (Unless otherwise indicated) 
• Savings Deposit 
• Loan Payment RECEIPT 
• Paperless Transaction. 
• Other 
PLEASE RETAIN THIS OFFICIAL TRANSACTION RECEIPT 
02/08/96 8:258 T-74 $:171 ACCT 1101469271 
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between Siwiatrt Smftli and/or Douglas Hoffman hereinafter called Lessor, and Kene I andin & 
Wuocnn D. Vnldox, hereinafter called Lercee: The Leccor, for and in ooncideration of tho cum of 
a non-refundable Earnest Money Installment payment of $4000.00 in hand upon this date of: 
TyZ^ , 1996, and upon signing the Lease Purchase Contract, Real Estate Purchase Contract, 
Seller Financing Addendum To The Real Estate Purchase Contract, Addendum To Residential 
Lease Purchase Contract, Seller's Property Disclosure and the Amortization Schedule 
AUduitUum, und by puyiitg un udditivmil ttutttcfunUubtv Burncsl Money Lcu3c Purchase 
Installment payment of $4000.00 to be paid on or before March J 5, 1996, hereby leases to the 
Leasee the premises situated in the City of St. George. County of Washington. fttAte of 1 Itidy 
legally aesennea as : ) ,or ttm.n \JM). \ ireen vatlcy No 4, According to the ottinai plat thereof, 
on file in the office of The Recorder of Washington County, State of Utah. Tax parcel No. 
SG-GV-4-40, (Street Address; 861 S. Canyon View Drive, St. George, Utah 84770-4458) and 
consisting of a 3 bedroom, 2 bath ranch house upon the following Terms and Conditions: 
The lease to be for a nine months period (April 1, 1996 thru December 31,1996) Rent to be 
$1300.00 a month. The Purchase Contract of the home will be executed on January L1997. 
with $150.00 per month of rent payment to be credited towards down payment on the purchase 
price. Total Earnest Monies to be non-refundable if Purchase Contract is not exercised by 
Lessee. The Lease Purchase Agreement and thereafter the Purchase Contract may be extended 
for up to 6 months with the consent of the Lessor in writing. In the event that the Rental 
Agreement is extended for up to 6 months, $100.00 a month during the extension period will be 
credited towards the Principle in the form of a down payment. 
t. Personal Property Said lease shall include the following personal property Almond 
Refrigerator in Kitchen, Pool Vacuum Hose and Attachments, Pool Winter Cover and Solar 
Blanket, Built in Formica Table with four (4) chairs located in the Family/Kitchen area. 
2 Term The term hereof shall commence on April 1,1996, and continue for a period of nine 
months (9) thereafter The term of this lease may be extended with the consent of the Lessor m 
writing, for a period of up to 6 months (Principle to be adjusted with rent credit 
of $100,00 per month for the extension period, A new amortization schedule will be 
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completed) 
3. Rent; Rent shall be $1300.00 per month, payable in advance, upon the first day of each 
calendar month to Lessor or his authorizes agent at the following address: To Be 
Provided or at such other places as 
may be designated by Lessor from time to time In the event that the rent is not paid within five 
(5) days after due date, Lessee agrees to pay a late charge of $75.00 plus interest at 10 % per 
annum on the delinquent amount. 
4. Utilities: Lessee shall be responsible for the payment of all utilities and services, except 
Taxes and Insurance, which will be paid by the Lessor. 
5. Insurance; Lessee agrees to acquire own Renter's Policy Insurance to cover his liability and 
personal belongings 
6. Use: The premises shall be used as a residence and for no other purpose, without the prior 
written consent of the Lessor. 
7 House Rules: In the event that the premises arc a portion of a building containing more than 
one unit, Lessee agrees to abide by and and all house rules, whether promulgated before or after 
the execution hereof, including, but not limited to, rules with respect to noise, odors, disposal of 
pet refuse, pets, parking, and use of common areas. 
8 Assignment and Subletting: lessee may nqg assign this agreement or sublet any portion of 
the premises without the prior consent of the Lessor. 
9. Maintenance, Repairs, or Alterations: Lessee shall maintain the premises in a clean and 
sanitary manner including all equipment, appliances, furniture and furnishings therein and shall 
surrender the same at the time of termination hereof, in as good condition as received, normal 
wear and tear expected, Lessee shall be responsible for damages caused by his negligence and 
that of his family or invitees or guests Lessee shall irrigate and maintain any surrounding 
grounds, including lawns and shrubbery, and keep the same clear of rubbish and weeds, if such 
grounds are part of the premises and are exclusively for the use of the Lessee 
10. Entry and Inspection Lessee shall permit Lessor or lessor's agents to enter the premises at 
reasonable times and upon reasonable notice for the purpose of inspecting the premises or 
making necessary repairs 
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11, Possession Possession date to be April 1,1996 Lessor will allow lessee to have 
possession prior to April 1,1996 if property has been vacated and all cleaning has been 
completed. Lessor agrees to keep Lessee informed of the possibility of an earlier possession 
date 
12 All Earnest Monies are non-refundable, 
13 Attorneys Fees The prevailing party shall be entitled to all costs incurred in connection 
with any legal action brought by either party to enforce the terms hereof or relating to the 
demised premises, including reasonable attorney's fees 
14 Notices \n\ notice which either party may or required to give may be given by mailing the 
same, postage prepaid, to Lessee or to Lessor at the address shown below or at such other places 
as may be designated by the parties from time to time. 
15 Heirs, Assigns, Successors. This Lease Purchase Contract shall include and inure to and 
bind the heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns of the respective parties hereto. 
16. Time- Time is of the essence of this agreement. This offer shall terminate rl it not in < rpirrl 
before February 24,1996 at 4*00pm local time. 
17 Holding Over Any holding ovei after the expiration of the term of this lease, with the 
consent of the Lessor, shall be construed as a month to month tenancy in accordance with the 
terms hereof, as applicable 
18. Default: If Lessee shall fail to pay rent when due, or perform any term hereof, after not If 
than three (3) days written notice of such default given m the manner required by law? the 
Lessor, at his option, may terminate all rights of Lessee hereunder, unless Lessee, within said 
time, shall cure such default If Lessee abandons or vacated the property, while in default of the 
payment of the rent, Lessor may consider any property left on the premises to be abandoned and 
may dispose of the same in any manner allowed by law. In the event the lessor reasonably 
believes that such abandoned property has no value, it may be discarded 
19 Purchase Lessee shall purchase the leased premises herein upon the 
followings TERMS and CONDITIONS 
a The total purchase price shall be $189,000,00, (One 1 hmdied tight) Nun, ITiousand & 
no/100,) 
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b. The purchase price shall be paid as follows; t) $8000.00 non-refundable Earnest Money 
payments to be paid in two installments of $4000.00 upon signing this agreement, and $4000 00 
on or before March 15,1996 The $8000.00 Earnest Money will be credited towards the 
purchase price in the form of a down payment. 2) A $1350.00 credit from nine months of rental 
payments in the amount of $1300.00 each, will also be credited toward the purchase price in the 
form of a down payment credit. 3) The monies from above total $9350 00 ($8000,00 Earnest 
Money and $1350.00 Rent Credit) and will be credited towards the purchase price of 
$189,000.00, to reduce the principle to $179,650.00. 4) $179,650.00 to be total amount of 
mortgage note to be carried back in an All Inclusive Deed of Trust Note by Lessor (Seller.) The 
Note is to be at 8 25% per annum interest rate, amortized over a 30 year period (360 months), 
plus Taxes and Insurance Lessor (Seller) agrees to carry an All Inclusive Deed of Trust Note for 
a period of 36 monihs, with a Balloon payment due January 1,2000 in the amount of the balance 
of the Principle amount of the note. The Balloon payment date may be extended with the 
consent of the seller in writing. 1 .essec (Buyer) may make additional payments towards the 
Principle amount without penalty. Lessee (Buyer) may, without penalty, pay off Principle 
amount of note within the three year period (January 1,1997 thru January 1,2000.) 5) Monthly 
Principle and Interest payment to be: $ 1349.65 plus Taxes and Insurances Taxes based on 
the 1995 Washington County assessment are approximately $66.67per month, and Insurance 
to be approximately $25.00per month. Tax and Insurance rates subject to changes. These 
rates can be adjusted upward or downward depending on the assessments and or rati 
adjustments, and buyer agrees to pay the adjusted rates. 6) The Insurance pohcy included in 
mortgage payment coverc the otruoturo and Lessor's (Seller's) liability. Le**ce (Buyer) agrees iv 
purchase additional insurance policy/s to cover his liability and personal property, 
20. Encumbrances: Lessee (Buyer) shall take title to the property subject to: 1) Real Estate 
Taxes not yet due and 2) Covenants, conditions, restrictions, reservations, rights, right of way 
and eaoomonto of record^ if any, wfcicH do not matt* lull* oflcvi Ihc vuluc oi intended use of the 
property. 
21. Examination of Title: Fifteen (15) days from date of execution of the Purchase Contract ;i 11 
allowed the Lessee to examine the title to the property and to report in writing any valid 
objections thereto Any exceptions to the title which would be disclosed by examination of 
records shall be deemed to have been accepted unless reported in writing within said 15 days If 
Lessee (Buyer) objects to any exceptions in the title, Lessor (Seller) shall use all diligence to 
remove such exceptions at his own expense within 60 days thereafter. But if such exceptions 
cannot be removed within the 60 days allowed, all rights and obligations hereunder may, at the 
election of the Lessee (Buyer), terminate and end, unless he elects to purchase the property 
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subject to such exceptions. 
22, Evidence of Title: Lessor shall provide evidence of Title in the form of a policy of title 
insurance at Lessor's (Seller's) expense. 
23 The personal property identified m paragraph one (1) are included in the purchase price of 
thr. Purchase Contract 
24 Closing: Closing shall be on or before January i, 199 7 unless otherwise extended by other 
terms in this agreement. 
25, Proportions: Tax and insurance escrow account, if any, to be transferred intact to lessee 
(Buyer) wlih prorations, imorcm ana and oiner expense* of the pi"Oyc*lj to I >c (jiuialed *«> of the 
date of closing. Unpaid real estate taxes, security deposits, advance rentals or considerations 
involving future lease credits shall be credited to Lessee (Buyer) 
26 Expiration of Purchase Contract: The Purchase Contract will be executed on January 2, 
J 997. If upon the request of the Lessee (Buyer), the Purchase Contract is NOT effective 
January /, 1997, and the Lease Agreement has Ngt been extended, nor has the Purchase 
Contract execution date been extended under the terms and conditions aforementioned, the 
Lessor (Seller) shall be released from all obligations hereunder and all of Lessee's (Buyer's) 
rights hereunder, legal or equitable, shall cease. 
27 Execution of Purchase Contract: The Purchase Contract will automatically be executed on 
January L 1997. If upon the request of the Lessee (Buyer), the Purchase Contract is NOT 
effective on January 1, 1997, the Lessee (buyer) must notify Lessor (Seller) by mailing or 
delivering written notice to the Lessor (Seller) prior to the expiration of the Purchase Term as 
stated in the Purchase Contract. Notice, if mailed, shall be by certified maii7 postage prepaid, to 
the Lessor (Seller) at the address set forth below, and shall be deemed to have given upon the 
day shown on the postmark of the envelope in which such notice was mailed. 
In the event the Purchase Contract is executed, $150.00 of each monthly payment from the 
Lessee (Buyer) during the original April 1, 1996 thru December 31, 1996 rental agreement 
period, (and in the event of a rental extention period for up to 6 months as specified herein, 
$100 00 of each extention period's monthly rental payment) paid prior to the exercise of the 
option will be credited upon the purchase price. 
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28. Right to Sell: Lessor (Seller) warrants to Lessee (Buyer) that Lessor (Seller) is the legal 
owner of the leased premises and has the legal right to sell leased premises under the ternis and 
conditions of this agreement to the Lessee (Buyer) 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement the day and year first 
jwn above written 
LESSEE" SS# 
3 ^ .^ r^L^^ 
""LESSEE §S# 
,SkS!r£ C-2U, jrso ADDRESS 
•67V-q A* C 
LESSOR 
PHONE 
ADDRESS 
PHONE 
Addendum* and attachments to Residential Lease With Option To Puvcna.sc lw iuvludc ihc 
following: 
1) Real Estate Purchase Contract 
M C * troKaoo 
3) Collo* r;^«*#^ r t lffrttii»iat 
A) Property* Disclosure 
5) Loan Amortization (Principle and Interest) Schedule Addendum based on Purchase Contract 
effective date of January 1, 1997 
IEASE1 
CHK'llNCATHOFSFKNICi; 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE MAILED TWO (2) COPIES OF 
THIS BRIEF IN ITS ENTIRETY TO MR. RENE R. LANDIN, ON THE 
27 T H DAY OF June 27, 2000, AT THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS. 
6535 CLEAR PEAK CT. 
T AS VEHAS NV SQ115 
SUESAN VALDEZ aka SUESAN LANDIN 
PETITIONER, APPELLANT 
